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Pentesting Azure Applications Matt Burrough 2018-07-23 A comprehensive guide to
penetration testing cloud services deployed with Microsoft Azure, the popular
cloud computing service provider used by companies like Warner Brothers and Apple.
Pentesting Azure Applications is a comprehensive guide to penetration testing
cloud services deployed in Microsoft Azure, the popular cloud computing service
provider used by numerous companies. You'll start by learning how to approach a
cloud-focused penetration test and how to obtain the proper permissions to execute
it; then, you'll learn to perform reconnaissance on an Azure subscription, gain
access to Azure Storage accounts, and dig into Azure's Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS). You'll also learn how to: - Uncover weaknesses in virtual machine settings
that enable you to acquire passwords, binaries, code, and settings files - Use
PowerShell commands to find IP addresses, administrative users, and resource
details - Find security issues related to multi-factor authentication and
management certificates - Penetrate networks by enumerating firewall rules Investigate specialized services like Azure Key Vault, Azure Web Apps, and Azure
Automation - View logs and security events to find out when you've been caught
Packed with sample pentesting scripts, practical advice for completing security
assessments, and tips that explain how companies can configure Azure to foil
common attacks, Pentesting Azure Applications is a clear overview of how to
effectively perform cloud-focused security tests and provide accurate findings and
recommendations.
Fun English Iin Baroroh Ma'arif 2020-09-07
Ukraine in the Crossfire Chris Kaspar de Ploeg 2017-04-05 Ukraine is embroiled in
a bloody civil war. Both sides stand accused of collaborating with fascists, of
committing war crimes, of serving foreign interests. This proxy-war between Russia
and the West was accompanied by a fierce information war. This book separates fact
from fiction with extensive and reliable documentation. While remaining critical
of Russia and the Donbass rebellion, De Ploeg demonstrates that many of the recent
disasters can be traced to Ukrainian ultranationalists, pro-western political
elites and their European and North-American backers. Ukraine in the Crossfire
tackles the importance of ultranationalist violence during and after the
EuroMaidan movement, and documents how many of these groups are heirs to former
nazi-collaborators. It shows how the Ukrainian state has seized on the
ultranationalist war-rhetoric to serve its own agenda, clamping down on civil
liberties on a scale unprecedented since Ukrainian independence. De Ploeg argues
that Kiev itself has been the biggest obstacle to peace in Donbass, with multiple
leaks suggesting that US officials are pushing for a pro-war line in Ukraine. With
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the nation ́
s eyes turned towards Russia, the EU and IMF have successfully
pressured Ukraine into adopting far-reaching austerity programs, while oligarchic
looting of state assets and massive tax-avoidance facilitated by western states
continue unabated. De Ploeg documents the local roots of the Donbass rebellion,
the overwhelming popularity of Crimea's secession, and shows that support for
Ukraine's pro-western turn remains far from unanimous, with large swathes of
Ukraine's Russophone population opting out of the political process. Nevertheless,
De Ploeg argues, the pro-Western and pro-Russian camps are often similar:
neoliberal, authoritarian, nationalist and heavily dependent on foreign support.
In a wider exploration of Russo-Western relations, he examines similarities
between the contemporary Russian state and its NATO counterparts, showing how the
two power blocs have collaborated in some of their worst violent excesses. A far
cry from civilizational or ideological clashes, De Ploeg argues that the current
tensions flow from NATO ́
s military dominance and aggressive posture, both globally
and within eastern Europe, where Russia seeks to preserve the status-quo. Packed
with shocking facts, deftly moving from the local to the international, from the
historical to the recent; De Ploeg connects the dots.
Degrees of European Belonging Élisabeth Le 2021-03-15 While we tend to divide the
world into Us and Them, a number of grey nuances exist beyond this white and black
distinction. The purpose of this book is to address the fuzzy areas between Us and
Them through the study of European belonging as it is represented in the French
elite daily, Le Monde. Corpora collected from 2014 to 2017 are used for case
studies in the framework of Discourse Analysis to look at the use of “Europe” in
headlines, and the representation of the United Kingdom, Poland, Hungary, Romania,
Ukraine, Belarus, and Turkey. The combination of these case studies allows to
present a conceptual framework for the representation of Europe by Le Monde.
However, beyond the study of what belonging to Europe means for Le Monde, this
book is about the legitimacy of being “in-between”, i.e. belonging neither totally
to Us nor to Them.
The Age of Surveillance Capitalism Shoshana Zuboff 2019-01-31 THE TOP 10 SUNDAY
TIMES BESTSELLER Shortlisted for the FT Business Book of the Year Award 2019
'Easily the most important book to be published this century. I find it hard to
take any young activist seriously who hasn't at least familarised themselves with
Zuboff's central ideas.' - Zadie Smith, The Guardian The challenges to humanity
posed by the digital future, the first detailed examination of the unprecedented
form of power called "surveillance capitalism," and the quest by powerful
corporations to predict and control us. The heady optimism of the Internet's early
days is gone. Technologies that were meant to liberate us have deepened inequality
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and stoked divisions. Tech companies gather our information online and sell it to
the highest bidder, whether government or retailer. Profits now depend not only on
predicting our behaviour but modifying it too. How will this fusion of capitalism
and the digital shape our values and define our future? Shoshana Zuboff shows that
we are at a crossroads. We still have the power to decide what kind of world we
want to live in, and what we decide now will shape the rest of the century. Our
choices: allow technology to enrich the few and impoverish the many, or harness it
and distribute its benefits. The Age of Surveillance Capitalism is a deeplyreasoned examination of the threat of unprecedented power free from democratic
oversight. As it explores this new capitalism's impact on society, politics,
business, and technology, it exposes the struggles that will decide both the next
chapter of capitalism and the meaning of information civilization. Most
critically, it shows how we can protect ourselves and our communities and ensure
we are the masters of the digital rather than its slaves.
理財周刊 第862期 2017/03/03 理財周刊 2017-03-02 本期目錄 理周專欄 編輯台》8 世界行動通訊大會 聯發科新品露頭角 發行人語》10 發現
富翁的特質 財金觀察》12 夥伴意識蒙塵 萬金難償 房市觀察》14 從豪宅買氣觀察景氣動向 ----------------------------------------------------- 房地產會客室 16 區段徵收、市地重劃 究竟潛藏多少危機？ 全球投資瞭望 20 貿易壁壘悄悄堆 傷害全球生產力 陸股脈動 22
新版國家醫保目錄 催化醫藥行業增長 大數據鏢股 26 美律、禾昌、群聯 各擁利多前景旺 戰情室 31 券空大同 買進元大台灣50反1 台股好旺角 32 仰攻萬點
20檔強棒出擊 封面故事 34 曙光乍現 36 飆股共同基因 一分鐘解碼 42 15檔靚股 上半年看旺 48 三道亮光 點燃台廠商機 點股成金 趨勢百分百》54 全
球掀OLED投資熱 晶彩科受惠大 股市大財寶》56 國際銅價攀升 金居Q1淡季不淡 量價領航》60 營運雙引擎 京鼎EPS挑戰一個股本 贏家戰略 台股棋手》62 外
資反手回補 網家跌深反彈 投資報報》63 亞泥、國巨、順德、彰銀 題材正熱 名師飆股專區 能量論台股》64 短線果如預測回檔 波段多方趨勢不變 時間密碼》66 欣興
股價嚴重低估 具補漲機會 股昇翔起》68 能撈就撈 權證贏家》70 權證挑選七大關鍵 投資寶庫》72 今年以來董監申報轉讓(區間統計) 特別企畫 74 綠能大投資
麻雀變鳳凰？ 77 解碼股后基因 複製成功模式 78 公營事業孵金雞 政府下手調體質 衍生性商品 權證精選》82 鴻海多角化經營 合資夏普三公司擬IPO 周選擇
權》86 法人偏向保守 布局溫跌策略 期股權勝箱波均 88 大道易行箱波均 Plan Do Check Action 當沖與騙線 90 2017年人民幣與滬深股市前
瞻 產業脈動 92 21世紀殺手級產品 OLED產業即將起飛 企業巡禮 94 琉園將在台新增兩個據點 新股報導 96 台灣環境的守門人 台境三月底上櫃 未上市股報導
100 皇冠大車隊「找計程車」APP全新改版 風雲論壇 104 台股題材不斷 用技術線型搶先上車 解碼房市 106 王福漲帶領21世紀黃金戰士 戰勝房市寒冬 理財我
最大 108 Wheelys Café葉向林助你一圓咖啡夢
理財周刊 第866期 2017/03/31 理財周刊 2017-03-30 本期目錄 點股成金 趨勢百分百》58 景碩i8類載板第二季開始出貨 股市大財寶》60 大
單在手 亞翔本業營運持續看俏 量價領航》62 矽晶圓供不應求 合晶大陸建廠擴產 贏家戰略 台股棋手》64 獲利將創海嘯來新高 南茂股價啟動補漲行情 投資報報》65
精華、國巨、兆豐金、先進光 投資價值亮眼 名師飆股專區 能量論台股》66 台股回測月線是買點 區間震盪個股表現 時間密碼》68 力達-KY EPS 10.8元創新高
股昇翔起》70 歐菲光結盟TPK是好是壞 未來事件簿》72 半導體應用廣需求熱 留意營收成長標的 期權大聯盟》73 外資持續買進 行情不看淡 權證贏家》74 盤勢震
盪 權證Delta值掌握個股波動 衍生性商品 權證精選》76 矽晶圓需求超強 環球晶產能稼動率滿載 周選擇權》80 外資立場偏多 佈局突破策略 期股捷報 82 美股
弱勢 台股穩中透強！ 期股權勝箱波均 84 大道易行箱波均—隨箱抓寶擒主升 當沖與騙線 86 陸股納MSCI機率升 引資金活水 產業脈動 88 市場規模增長加速
OLED概念股受矚目 92 全面換裝LED路燈 賀喜能源讓嘉義市亮起來 新股報導 94 迅得多角化經營分散風險 四月底上櫃 投資寶庫 98 2016 Q4單季備供出
售金融資產未實現虧損前20名 金融櫥窗 100 壽險匯損吱吱叫 台幣依然搶搶滾 風雲論壇 102 與其修正停損 何如逢回買進 房市放大鏡 104 房市寒冬過盡 春燕
將臨？ 解碼房市 106 政府都更作多 金融業捧場 建商樂了！ 理財我最大 108 晶宴會館彭文傑 為新人打造最完美的夢幻婚禮
理財周刊 第864期 2017/03/17 理財周刊 2017-03-16 本期目錄 理周專欄 編輯台》8 美國升息骨牌效應 台灣難以置身事外 發行人語》10 從升
息看投資 財金觀察》12 成功＝１分天才×99分勤奮 房市觀察》14推動老屋重建 困難重重 ----------------------------------------------------- 房地產會客室 16 六都交易量大增 房市景氣回春?! 全球投資瞭望 20 財富效應暫時提升了升息抗壓性 陸股脈動 22 新能源
車增速 後勁不可小覷 大數據鏢股 26 醫揚、金居、明揚 有望繼續興風作浪 戰情室 31因應美國升息 兩套劇本應變 台股好旺角 32季底作帳行情啟動 11檔補漲股超
車 封面故事 34 財報大對決 36 升息不可怕 金融股大利多 壽險業最補 43 財報空窗期近尾聲 三月營收可望再創高 48 華邦電、威剛、環球晶看漲 點股成金 趨
勢百分百》54 燿華今年營運露曙光 股市大財寶》56 運錩獲利跳躍式成長 量價領航》60 華邦電第三季大爆發 贏家戰略 台股棋手》62 營收挑戰新高 投信買超轉積極
投資報報》63 先進光、德微、GIS-KY、東捷 齊步昂揚 名師飆股專區 能量論台股》64 無論Fed決策如何 仍是區間震盪個股表現 飆股擒拿》66美國升息短空長多
台股萬點關前整理 時間密碼》68 彩晶2.3萬張空單 軋空形成中 股昇翔起》70 中國新政策新商機 權證贏家》72 三月下旬考驗多頭 避開高位階、高融資標的 投資寶
庫 74 盤中創下今年以來新高價個股 衍生性商品 權證精選》76聯發科新晶片＋5G挹注 轉投資晶心科掛牌上市 周選擇權》80掌握特殊事件 布局突破策略 期股權勝箱波
均 82大道易行箱波均─IF…Then…Else 當沖與騙線 84 非農利空不跌 黃金醞釀利空出盡 產業脈動 86 下世代平面顯示技術 OLED時代來臨 興櫃股報導
88 博錸生技攻台灣九成檢測試劑缺口 未上市股報導 92 數位宅妝線上賣房 聚焦跨國市場 96 微程式預計第四季公開發行 金融測候站 100 美國升息號角響 世界市
場大動盪 風雲論壇 102 全球股市走多頭 台股不會獨憔悴 房市放大鏡 104 探索房市落底的五大關鍵指標 解碼房市 106 台北市房市初露曙光 寒冬透暖陽 理財我
最大 108 陳唯泰：籌碼分析選股，每一波段行情都不缺席
Hidden in Plain Sight: America's Slaves of the New Millennium Kimberly MehlmanOrozco 2017-10-27 Pimp-controlled sex workers, exploited migrants, domestic
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servants, and sex trafficking of runaway and homeless youth are just a few of the
many forms of sex trafficking and labor trafficking going on all around the
world—including in the United States. This book exposes both well-known and more
obscure forms of human trafficking, documenting how these heinous crimes are
encountered in our daily lives. • Exposes the tragic fact that human trafficking
is likely going on in every city of the United States, often in legitimate
industries, and that every American has worn, touched, or consumed goods produced
with slave labor • Documents the shocking number of human trafficking forms,
including sex trafficking of runaway and homeless youth, mail-order brides, forced
labor and sex trafficking in massage parlors and nail salons, door-to-door
solicitation crews, military sex tourism, child sex tourism, domestic servitude,
gang-controlled sex trafficking, slavery in the chocolate and textile industries,
and exploitation of undocumented migrants • Features a combination of direct
experiences identifying and rescuing victims, interviews with convicted human
traffickers, empirical research, and criminal case files • Lays out action items
for the modern-day abolitionist movement to better prevent human trafficking
victimization, as well as to protect survivors and prosecute offenders
理財周刊 第865期 2017/03/24 理財周刊 2017-03-23 本期目錄 理周專欄 編輯台》8 景氣背後有變數 台股狂奏憂喜曲 發行人語》10 健康升級
財富升級 財金觀察》12 請為台灣百姓描繪願景 房市觀察》14 2017房市 掌握市場讓利話題決定未來 ----------------------------------------------------- 房地產會客室 16 老屋重建 長夜漫漫路迢迢?! 全球投資瞭望 20 美企獲利預估下修 美股登高面臨考驗 陸股脈動
22 資訊化戰爭成趨勢 軍工族群祭吸金大法 大數據鏢股 26 漢唐、威剛、金居 盤面熱絡氣氛依舊 指數圖強攻萬點 戰情室 31 續抱環球晶、台勝科、合晶、華邦電、威
剛 投資大師 32 投顧公會理事長張錫：不要自設框架、拋棄點數迷思、迎接台股萬點 封面故事 36 狠賺矽智財 萬點震盪選股如篩金 生技新亮點+匯損避雷股 38 產業
供應鏈體質好 最利生技長線發展 46 「避雷股」將獲資金青睞 52 矽智財IP股 編織未來夢 點股成金 趨勢百分百》56 毅嘉啃蘋果 迎接i8史上最大換機潮 股市大
財寶》58 亞翔集成潛在貢獻驚人 亞翔今年還會更好 量價領航》60 高毛利功率半導體需求升 捷敏-KY成長可期 贏家戰略 台股棋手》62 坐擁豐富商機題材 漢磊股價
挑戰新高 投資報報》63 大甲、波若威、先進光、東捷 乘勢而起 名師飆股專區 能量論台股》64 萬點關前震盪 個股積極表現 時間密碼》66 茂林-KY本益比９倍 有
補漲機會 股昇翔起》68 未來哪些產業營收會成長 權證贏家》70 萬點多空操作 掌握標的起漲起跌訊號 衍生性商品 權證精選》72 大立光雙鏡頭市占第一 開創車用鏡頭
新藍海 周選擇權》76 多頭仍未撤退 逢反彈佈局溫漲策略 期股權勝箱波均 78 大道易行箱波均—逆轉人生一念間 當沖與騙線 80 此時不買黃金 更待何時 產業脈動
82 主要市場手機 VR、AMOLED成亮點 興櫃績優股 86 維格餅家推第二品牌 布局海外市場 未上市股報導 90 AI引爆下一波「價值革命」 Appier扮關鍵
角色 投資寶庫 94 盤中創下今年以來新高價個股 風雲論壇 100 現階段重點在選股 豆豉雞屎差很多 勞動新知 102 一例一休後 Line認定加班如何 安心好宅面
面觀 104 建築安全品質新思維 建築4.0鋼筋系統工法 解碼房市 106 買氣走出冰凍庫 新北市329推案量大 理財我最大 108 新旺集瓷許世鋼為鶯歌陶瓷開創新
風貌
When Students Protest Judith Bessant 2021-08-11 Student political action has been
a major and recurring feature of politics across the globe throughout the past
century. Students have been involved in a full range of public issues, from anticolonial movements, anti-war campaigns, civil rights and pro-democracy movements
to campaigns against neoliberal policies, austerity, racism, misogyny and calls
for climate change action. Yet their actions are frequently dismissed by political
elites and others as ‘adolescent mischief’ or manipulation of young people by
duplicitous adults. This occurs even as many working in governments, traditional
media and educational organisations attempt to suppress student movements.
Moreover, much of mainstream scholarly work has deemed student politics as
unworthy of intellectual attention. These three edited volumes of books help set
the record straight. Written by scholars and activists from around the world, When
Students Protest: Universities in the Global North is the third in this threevolume study that explores university student politics in the global north.
Authors explore university and college student political action, especially over
the past decade. It is just over fifty years since May 1968 when student protests
erupted at Université Paris Nanterre in France and then spread across the globe.
Contributors to this book demonstrate that despite repeated attempts by states,
power elites and institutions to suppress and even criminalise student political
action, student movements have always been part of the political landscape and
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remain a significant and potent source of political change and renewal.
2017 Annual Competitiveness Analysis And Impact Of Exchange Rates On Foreign
Direct Investment Inflows To Sub-national Economies Of Indonesia Khee Giap Tan
2018-11-30 Indonesia's diverse economic landscape and growing importance in the
global and regional stages warrant deeper understanding of the economy at subnational levels. This book by the Asia Competitiveness Institute (ACI) is an
update of ACI's annual study of the competitiveness landscape of 34 Indonesian
provinces. With 100 indicators covering four environments and 12 sub-environments
of competitiveness, the study's unique methodology incorporates comparative
strengths and weaknesses, and 'what-if' policy simulations aimed at policy
suggestions for each province.This fifth instalment will continue to feature a
structure and graphical presentation that offer investors an overview of each
province's competitiveness landscape. A novel addition to this update is the
chapter co-authored by academics from Indonesian provinces, which details recent
developments in 34 provinces of Indonesia. This latest edition also introduces a
novel approach of weights assignment in the form of Shapley values as a robustness
test to our findings. Additionally, a new appendix has been included which
provides a richer visual representation of each province's competitiveness
profile. Finally, our study on the impact of exchange rates on foreign direct
investment inflows to the provinces of Indonesia is also featured as a chapter in
this book.Coupled with practical insights and policy implications, this book is a
recommended read for policymakers, researchers, and the general audience
interested in Indonesia's economic development.
Effects of the Business Cycle on Social Indicators in Latin America and the
Caribbean Carlos A. Vegh 2019-04-04 After mediocre growth in 2018 of 0.7 percent.
LAC is expected to perform only marginally better in 2019 (growth of 0.9 percent)
followed by a much more solid growth of 2.1 percent in 2020. LAC will face both
internal and external challenges during 2019. On the domestic front. the recession
in Argentina; a slower than expected recovery in Brazil from the 2014-2015
recession, anemic growth in Mexico. and the continued deterioration of Venezuela.
present the biggest challenges. On the external front. the sharp drop in net
capital inflows to the region since early 2018 and the monetary policy
normalization in the United States stand among the greatest perils. Furthermore,
the recent increase in poverty in Brazil because of the recession points to the
large effects that the business cycle may have on poverty. The core of this report
argues that social indicators that are very sensitive to the business cycle may
yield a highly misleading picture of permanent social gains in the region.
Constructing the Welfare State in the British Press Malgorzata Paprota 2020-12-10
Analysing political discourse in the British press during a time of crisis and
austerity, this book examines how the concept of the welfare state has been
constructed between 2008 and 2015. At a time when the financial crisis and
government policies have put the welfare state under increased pressure, a corpus
from four British newspapers from across the political spectrum - the Guardian,
Daily Mirror, Daily Mail, and Daily Telegraph - is brought together to investigate
the political debate on its evaluation and the ambiguity about its exact
definition. Combining two theoretical approaches, Malgorzata Paprota outlines the
figurative models and scenarios relevant to this element of the political system.
The discourse-historical approach to discourse analysis is used to establish what
the welfare state is, tracing the boundaries of the concept and which elements of
political reality are explicitly associated with it. Conceptual metaphor theory is
then used to explore the figurative conceptualisations of the welfare state.
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Together, this book shows the discursive construction, and shifting boundaries and
metaphors, of the welfare state by the British press and its use in current
political debates.
Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Electrical and Information
Technologies for Rail Transportation (EITRT) 2017 Limin Jia 2018-03-30 The
proceedings collect the latest research trends, methods and experimental results
in the field of electrical and information technologies for rail transportation.
The topics cover novel traction drive technologies of rail transportation, safety
technology of rail transportation system, rail transportation information
technology, rail transportation operational management technology, rail
transportation cutting-edge theory and technology etc. The proceedings can be a
valuable reference work for researchers and graduate students working in rail
transportation, electrical engineering and information technologies.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Musical Theatre Actresses Wikipedia
contributors
Beyond Spreadsheets with R Jonathan Carroll 2018-12-10 Summary Beyond Spreadsheets
with R shows you how to take raw data and transform it for use in computations,
tables, graphs, and more. You'll build on simple programming techniques like loops
and conditionals to create your own custom functions. You'll come away with a
toolkit of strategies for analyzing and visualizing data of all sorts using R and
RStudio. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub
formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Spreadsheets are powerful
tools for many tasks, but if you need to interpret, interrogate, and present data,
they can feel like the wrong tools for the task. That's when R programming is the
way to go. The R programming language provides a comfortable environment to
properly handle all types of data. And within the open source RStudio development
suite, you have at your fingertips easy-to-use ways to simplify complex
manipulations and create reproducible processes for analysis and reporting. About
the Book With Beyond Spreadsheets with R you'll learn how to go from raw data to
meaningful insights using R and RStudio. Each carefully crafted chapter covers a
unique way to wrangle data, from understanding individual values to interacting
with complex collections of data, including data you scrape from the web. You'll
build on simple programming techniques like loops and conditionals to create your
own custom functions. You'll come away with a toolkit of strategies for analyzing
and visualizing data of all sorts. What's inside How to start programming with R
and RStudio Understanding and implementing important R structures and operators
Installing and working with R packages Tidying, refining, and plotting your data
About the Reader If you're comfortable writing formulas in Excel, you're ready for
this book. About the Author Dr Jonathan Carroll is a data science consultant
providing R programming services. He holds a PhD in theoretical physics. Table of
Contents Introducing data and the R language Getting to know R data types Making
new data values Understanding the tools you'll use: Functions Combining data
values Selecting data values Doing things with lots of data Doing things
conditionally: Control structures Visualizing data: Plotting Doing more with your
data with extensions
Attack Surface Cory Doctorow 2020-10-13 Cory Doctorow's Attack Surface is a
standalone novel set in the world of New York Times bestsellers Little Brother and
Homeland. Most days, Masha Maximow was sure she'd chosen the winning side. In her
day job as a counterterrorism wizard for an transnational cybersecurity firm, she
made the hacks that allowed repressive regimes to spy on dissidents, and
manipulate their every move. The perks were fantastic, and the pay was obscene.
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Just for fun, and to piss off her masters, Masha sometimes used her mad skills to
help those same troublemakers evade detection, if their cause was just. It was a
dangerous game and a hell of a rush. But seriously self-destructive. And
unsustainable. When her targets were strangers in faraway police states, it was
easy to compartmentalize, to ignore the collateral damage of murder, rape, and
torture. But when it hits close to home, and the hacks and exploits she’s devised
are directed at her friends and family--including boy wonder Marcus Yallow, her
old crush and archrival, and his entourage of naïve idealists--Masha realizes she
has to choose. And whatever choice she makes, someone is going to get hurt. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Why Govern? Amitav Acharya 2016-09-01 A timely and authoritative assessment of the
crisis in global cooperation and prospects for its reform and transformation.
Recent Advances in Volcanic Gas Science Andrew McGonigle 2020-01-23 Volcanoes
release gases to the atmosphere both during and between eruptive phases. Primary
and secondary processes occurring within the mantle and crust control the gases’
chemical and isotopic compositions as well as their emission rates. Therefore by
measuring these gases a wealth of scientific information concerning the source and
fate of these fluids is provided. Fluid geochemistry has been highly useful in
advancing both our fundamental scientific understanding and procedures for
operational volcano monitoring and eruption forecasting. Gases from low-to-high
temperature fumaroles and those diffusively released through the soils of volcanic
flanks are investigated using various sampling and measurement techniques.
Furthermore, a variety of remote sensing methods are applied at relatively great
distances from the source to gather major gas composition and flux data for
volcanic plumes using ground based, airborne (including UAV) and space borne
platforms. The acquired data have advanced science in a number of key ways: •
firstly, with parallel thermodynamical modelling to advance our capacity to
interpret acquired degassing data; • secondly, through improved constraints on
budgets for volcanically mediated geochemical cycling, particularly via regional
subduction processes; • thirdly, through improved constraints on the effects of
volcanic gases on atmospheric composition, chemistry and radiative transfer,
particularly in terms of halogen chemistry, volcanogenic climate change and
impacts on human health; • fourthly, there has been a growing body of work focused
on combining degassing data with contemporaneous geophysical data and studies on
conduit fluid dynamics to advance our understanding of how subterranean gas flow
mediates activity at the surface; • and fifthly, there have been considerable
advances in the methods themselves, used to make the gas measurements, in
particular in terms of extractive sampling (e.g., using MultiGAS units, mass
spectrometry, spectroscopic isotope measurement approaches and diffusive denuder
sampling) and remote sensing approaches (e.g., DOAS, UV cameras and other imaging
techniques, LIDAR and FT)
Hands on Hacking Matthew Hickey 2020-08-12 A fast, hands-on introduction to
offensive hacking techniques Hands-On Hacking teaches readers to see through the
eyes of their adversary and apply hacking techniques to better understand realworld risks to computer networks and data. Readers will benefit from the author's
years of experience in the field hacking into computer networks and ultimately
training others in the art of cyber-attacks. This book holds no punches and
explains the tools, tactics and procedures used by ethical hackers and criminal
crackers alike. We will take you on a journey through a hacker’s perspective when
focused on the computer infrastructure of a target company, exploring how to
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access the servers and data. Once the information gathering stage is complete,
you’ll look for flaws and their known exploits—including tools developed by realworld government financed state-actors. • An introduction to the same hacking
techniques that malicious hackers will use against an organization • Written by
infosec experts with proven history of publishing vulnerabilities and highlighting
security flaws • Based on the tried and tested material used to train hackers all
over the world in the art of breaching networks • Covers the fundamental basics of
how computer networks are inherently vulnerable to attack, teaching the student
how to apply hacking skills to uncover vulnerabilities We cover topics of
breaching a company from the external network perimeter, hacking internal
enterprise systems and web application vulnerabilities. Delving into the basics of
exploitation with real-world practical examples, you won’t find any hypothetical
academic only attacks here. From start to finish this book will take the student
through the steps necessary to breach an organization to improve its security.
Written by world-renowned cybersecurity experts and educators, Hands-On Hacking
teaches entry-level professionals seeking to learn ethical hacking techniques. If
you are looking to understand penetration testing and ethical hacking, this book
takes you from basic methods to advanced techniques in a structured learning
format.
Uber B. Yasanthi Perera 2020-01-31 Uber is one of the most innovative companies of
our time. This book provides a detailed analysis of the company and its success,
beyond the headlines about safety and culture. Americans are so accustomed to
using Uber today that the name of the innovative ride-sharing company has almost
become a verb, as in "to Uber" somewhere, and yet Uber has been around only since
2010. In less than a decade, Uber has disrupted the ride-hailing industry, from
making it easier and more affordable to become an Uber driver than a cab driver to
rating riders as well as drivers. As an early pioneer in using technology to
create a new business model and new efficiencies, Uber is considered one of the
most important case studies in the sharing economy. However, little in-depth
information exists on this innovative company. This book traces Uber's origin and
evolution in the face of competitive pressures, discusses the company leadership
and corporate culture, addresses such controversies as rider and driver safety and
sexual harassment of female employees, and explores how the company is addressing
these challenges. Students of business, entrepreneurs, and anyone interested in
the development and exponential growth of the sharing economy will benefit from
reading this book. Provides key insights into the inner workings of the Sharing
Economy Delivers a comprehensive overview of Uber's technological innovations,
global expansion, and business model Explores the leadership challenges faced by
founder Travis Kalanick Reveals how the company has addressed reports of a sexist
corporate culture
Inventing the Cloud Century Marcus Oppitz 2017-08-03 This book combines the three
dimensions of technology, society and economy to explore the advent of today’s
cloud ecosystems as successors to older service ecosystems based on networks.
Further, it describes the shifting of services to the cloud as a long-term trend
that is still progressing rapidly.The book adopts a comprehensive perspective on
the key success factors for the technology – compelling business models and
ecosystems including private, public and national organizations. The authors
explore the evolution of service ecosystems, describe the similarities and
differences, and analyze the way they have created and changed industries. Lastly,
based on the current status of cloud computing and related technologies like
virtualization, the internet of things, fog computing, big data and analytics,
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cognitive computing and blockchain, the authors provide a revealing outlook on the
possibilities of future technologies, the future of the internet, and the
potential impacts on business and society.
Contesting Islam, Constructing Race and Sexuality Sunera Thobani 2020-12-10 The
current political standoffs of the 'War on Terror' illustrate that the interaction
within and between the so-called Western and Middle Eastern civilizations is
constantly in flux. A recurring theme however is how Islam and Muslims signify the
'Enemy' in the Western socio-cultural imagination and have become the 'Other'
against which the West identifies itself. In a unique and insightful blend of
critical race, feminist and post-colonial theory, Sunera Thobani examines how
Islam is foundational to the formation of Western identity at critical points in
its history, including the Crusades, the Reconquista and the colonial period. More
specifically, she explores how masculinity and femininity are formed at such
pivotal junctures and what role feminism has played in the wars against 'radical'
Islam. Exposing these symbiotic relationships, Thobani explores how the return of
'religion' is reworking the racial, gender and sexual politics by which Western
society defines itself, and more specifically, defines itself against Islam.
Contesting Islam, Constructing Race and Sexuality unpacks conventional as well as
unconventional orthodoxies to open up new spaces in how we think about sexual and
racial identity in the West and the crucial role that Islam has had and continues
to have in its development.
Emerging Champions in the Digital Economy Xiaoming Zhu 2018-12-13 This book
presents a list of emerging and established companies which have a strong belief
in the digital economy and elaborate their unique digital innovations. The
companies selected for this book are from a variety of industries, including both
Chinese and international leading technology companies such as iflytek, JD.com,
IBM and Amazon. A wide range of commercial fields are covered ensuring a
comprehensive research on the topic of digital economy, for example Shanghai
Center (Construction Management), PPDai(Finance), 3Dmed(Precision Medicine),
Children’s Hospital of Shanghai(Medical Service), First Respond (First Aid
Service) etc. All cases are presented based on field studies as well as in-depth
interviews and are followed by thought-provoking case analysis, which can help
readers to better understand the cases from different perspectives. Readers can
use this book as a good reference to address challenges and capture opportunities
in the context of ever growing digital economy.
The 2017 French Presidential Elections Jocelyn Evans 2017-12-12 Emmanuel Macron’s
victory in the 2017 presidential elections represents one of the most important
disruptions to French political life since the establishment of the Fifth
Republic. This book analyses the political opportunities enabling a neophyte to
conquer the Elysée, and the conditions leading to the unprecedented presidential
runoff between this centrist EU enthusiast and pro-globalization candidate and the
nationalistic/populist alternative embodied by Marine Le Pen. The book begins by
considering trends in party competition and presidentialism in modern France,
notably presidential primaries and their impact on party competition. It then
moves to considering the role traditional explanatory factors in elections, namely
policies and voter profiles, played in the result. Finally, it examines the
dynamics of President Macron’s success in the legislatives, and how he dominated
the traditional party blocs. This book will appeal to students of French politics
as well as those interested in electoral behaviour and European political systems.
理財周刊 第863期 2017/03/10 理財周刊 2017-03-09 本期目錄 理周專欄 編輯台》8 美國升息箭在弦上 川普效應納入決策 發行人語》10 首富
的機會 財金觀察》12 言出必踐 其奈「髮夾彎」何？ 房市觀察》13 翻轉房市讓利風潮 營造不動產新買氣 ----------------------------2017-03
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------------------------- 房地產會客室 14 中國肥咖條款 台商資金回台為豪宅撐盤?! 全球投資瞭望 18 聯準會加速升息 與弱勢美元期待
拉鋸 陸股脈動 20 中國AI人工智慧 三路並進 發展空間大 大數據鏢股 24 主力繼續導演個股漲勢 運錩、威剛、大江出線 戰情室 29 作多合晶、華邦電 空大同、
美利達 台股好旺角 30 十七檔低基期、投信買超標的 封面故事 32 川普經濟學效應擴大 美國升息警報 34 OTC創新高 內資行情延燒 40 38檔主力落跑 籌碼
已亂 46 成長型金雞 法人逆勢布局 點股成金 趨勢百分百》52 毅嘉啃蘋果 今年營運季季高 股市大財寶》54 牧德三箭齊發 營收再創新高 量價領航》56 指紋加密
鎖獲台積電大單 義隆電營運添動能 贏家戰略 台股棋手》58 NOR Flash需求大爆發 產業迎來多頭行情 投資報報》59 德微、上銀、正隆、亞泥 營收表現強勁 名
師飆股專區 能量論台股》60 9600~9650果見買點 區間震盪個股表現 時間密碼》62 董監持股不足 光聯有改選行情 全球鑫攻略》64 美股創新高 生技醞釀跌深
反彈 股昇翔起》66 再論油價補漲股 權證贏家》68 利用權證參與除權息六大優勢 特別企畫 70 三大金融基金 該拿放大鏡檢視 73 川普行情破兩萬 小英萬點有影嘸？
76 同是基金 兩樣情 79 創新vs.法規 左腳絆右腳 衍生性商品 權證精選》82 電商競爭火熱 網家擴倉儲提升營運 周選擇權》86 震盪走高機會偏多 可用溫漲策
略觀察 期股權勝箱波均 88 大道易行箱波均—領先一步熟思慮 當沖與騙線 90 三月滬深股市與大宗商品前瞻 產業脈動 92 亞洲各國競逐OLED 台灣及大陸急起直追
未上市股報導 94 臺灣動藥TD-B10進入最後審查階段 98 瑞德感知動態導引火場逃生 將登陸建供應鏈 風雲論壇 102 多指標綜合研判 避免買在逃命波 安心好宅
面面觀（隔週見刊） 104 建築安全履歷 讓大家買得安心、住得放心 解碼房市 106 租賃專法若不周延 租屋市場亂象難除 理財我最大 108 楊定一：發揮生命的全部
潛能，找到神聖的自己
Algorithmic Finance: A Companion to Data Science Christopher Hian-Ann Ting
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Canadian Male Film Actors Wikipedia contributors
A Trader's Guide to Financial Astrology Larry Pasavento 2015-01-06 Look to the
stars for a whole new approach to market cycle forecasting A Trader's Guide to
Financial Astrology is the definitive guide to trading market cycles based on
astrological data. Written by a highly-respected technical analyst, this book
makes the connection between the movements of planets and the volatility of the
market. Readers can draw upon one hundred years of historical data as they learn
how to spot correlations from the past, and refer to planetary and lunar data for
the next five years as they shape their own strategy. The book covers the
principles of astrological forecasting as applied to the financial markets,
explaining what to watch for and how to interpret planetary and lunar activity,
plus expert insight on everyday practical application. A study by the Federal
Reserve Bank of Atlanta determined that the U.S. stock markets tend to be
negatively affected by geomagnetic storms, and the Royal Bank of Scotland
demonstrated that a trading system based on the phases of the moon would have
outperformed the market. A Trader's Guide to Financial Astrology shows traders how
to tap into the planetary forces that influence market activity. Readers will:
Learn how planetary and lunar movements relate to the financial markets Draw upon
100 years of historic correlations and five years of forecast data Forecast longterm and short-term activity based on planetary relationships and lunar movement
Enter the markets at key turning points, using price patterns and other tools When
integrated with technical trading patterns, astrology can be an effective way of
shifting perspective and approaching the market differently. For traders who have
always wanted to know what to do when Mercury is in retrograde or the moon is new,
A Trader's Guide to Financial Astrology provides information and insight from a
leading market educator.
A President’s Daily Brief: Year 1 Micah Fisher-Kirshner
What was daily life under the Trump presidency really like?
An accessible ebook with short, thematic entries showing the corruption of the
Trump presidency, A President’s Daily Brief, Year 1: The Day-by-Day Lurch of
Trump’s Norm-Breaking Presidency is the first in Micah Fisher-Kirshner’s series,
representing the inaugural year of Trump’s time in power and the subversion that
occurred. More than a compiled list of significant events that portray Trump as
the most corrupt American president, this digestible and scannable read of in-themoment posts pulled from news outlets and credible sources provides an intimate
look at how the administration went about breaking the presidential norms on a
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daily basis. Readers also will have access to citations to fact-check claims.
This quick read on a Trump presidency that started off with outrage and graduated
to righteous indignation is a must-have for those who enjoy history, politics, and
government or simply want to read about the most notorious presidency in history.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Unreal Engine Games Wikipedia contributors
Inside Radio: An Attack and Defense Guide Qing Yang 2018-03-19 This book discusses
the security issues in a wide range of wireless devices and systems, such as RFID,
Bluetooth, ZigBee, GSM, LTE, and GPS. It collects the findings of recent research
by the UnicornTeam at 360 Technology, and reviews the state-of-the-art literature
on wireless security. The book also offers detailed case studies and theoretical
treatments – specifically it lists numerous laboratory procedures, results, plots,
commands and screenshots from real-world experiments. It is a valuable reference
guide for practitioners and researchers who want to learn more about the advanced
research findings and use the off-the-shelf tools to explore the wireless world.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Nonlinear Narrative Films Wikipedia contributors
Focus On: 100 Most Popular National Basketball Association All-Stars Wikipedia
contributors
On the Move to Meaningful Internet Systems. OTM 2017 Conferences Hervé Panetto
2017-10-20 This double volumes LNCS 10573-10574 constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the Confederated International Conferences: Cooperative Information
Systems, CoopIS 2017, Ontologies, Databases, and Applications of Semantics, ODBASE
2017, and Cloud and Trusted Computing, C&TC, held as part of OTM 2017 in October
2017 in Rhodes, Greece. The 61 full papers presented together with 19 short papers
were carefully reviewed and selected from 180 submissions. The OTM program every
year covers data and Web semantics, distributed objects, Web services, databases,
information systems, enterprise workflow and collaboration, ubiquity,
interoperability, mobility, grid and high-performance computing.
Big Data and Machine Learning in Quantitative Investment Tony Guida 2018-12-12 Get
to know the ‘why’ and ‘how’ of machine learning and big data in quantitative
investment Big Data and Machine Learning in Quantitative Investment is not just
about demonstrating the maths or the coding. Instead, it’s a book by practitioners
for practitioners, covering the questions of why and how of applying machine
learning and big data to quantitative finance. The book is split into 13 chapters,
each of which is written by a different author on a specific case. The chapters
are ordered according to the level of complexity; beginning with the big picture
and taxonomy, moving onto practical applications of machine learning and finally
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finishing with innovative approaches using deep learning. • Gain a solid reason to
use machine learning • Frame your question using financial markets laws • Know
your data • Understand how machine learning is becoming ever more sophisticated
Machine learning and big data are not a magical solution, but appropriately
applied, they are extremely effective tools for quantitative investment — and this
book shows you how.
New Trends in Process Control and Production Management Lenka Štofová 2017-09-27
Dynamic economics, technological changes, increasing pressure from competition and
customers to improve manufacturing and services are some of the major challenges
to enterprises these days. New ways of improving organizational activities and
management processes have to be created, in order to allow enterprises to manage
the seemingly intensifying competitive markets successfully. Enterprises apply
business optimizing solutions to meet new challenges and conditions. But also
ensuring effective development for long-term competitiveness in a global
environment. This is necessary for the application of qualitative changes in the
industrial policy. “New Trends in Process Control and Production Management” (MTS
2017) is the collection of research papers from authors from seven countries
around the world. They present case studies and empirical research which
illustrates the progressive trends in business process management and the drive to
achieve enterprise development and sustainability.
Textbook of Cardiorenal Medicine Peter A. McCullough 2020-11-24 This textbook
provides a practical and board-driven resource to describe and define the emerging
field of cardiorenal medicine. Covering all aspects of the topic with depth and
relevance, this groundbreaking reference brings together experts at the nexus
between cardiovascular and renal medicine to provide an exception reference to
educate in this critical area of modern medicine. It describes how the heart and
kidneys are inextricably linked via hemodynamic, neural, hormonal and cellular
signaling systems and, concentrating on disease-based coverage, goes on to review
emerging concepts in epidemiology, pathogenesis, screening, diagnosis and the
management of cardiorenal syndromes, all extensively illustrated and containing
features to support scholarship in the field. Textbook of Cardiorenal Medicine
provides consistent chapter organization, clear design and engaging text to define
the diagnosis, treatment, intervention and surgical aspects of the full range of
conditions encountered within this area of medicine. It is therefore an essential
resource to all involved in the management of cardiorenal disease.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Drama Films Based on Actual Events Wikipedia
contributors
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